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Abstract
This paper presents the benefits from publishing the Norwegian Petroleum
Directorate’s FactPages, a public and popular, freely available dataset, into
semantically annotated and query enabled five star linked open data. We
discuss and illustrate the added value of publishing open datasets on the
Web using web standards, semantic web technologies and best practices—
contrasted to the lesser suited, but more traditional methods—and offer advice
to data providers on how to achieve these benefits.

1

Introduction

Open data has gained tremendous momentum the last decades, fueled by the popularity
of the Internet and the World Wide Web, and established by government initiatives
such as UK’s data.gov.uk, the US’ data.gov and the Norwegian equivalent data.norge.no.
These websites provide a platform—especially for their nation’s government agencies,
but sometimes also for anyone with a dataset—to publish or register their dataset as open.
Similar to open source, the well-known term from software development, open data is
the idea that data should be freely available with a licence that allows everyone to use, republish, and transform and mix to adapt the dataset to fit their own needs. The advantages
for opening up especially public sector datasets, and also datasets generated by publicly
financed research—assuming they are not affected by privacy issues—are many. First of
all, it is arguably the general public that owns the data, given that public money is used
to produce and maintain the dataset. As the director Anton Eliassen of The Norwegian
Metrological Institute, who publishes all their Norwegian weather data for free at the
popular weather website yr.no, puts it:
Our social mission is the protection of life and property, and we have seen
bad examples of what can happen if important public information remains
unused due to high prices. I see it as my responsibility to make available
what taxpayers have already paid for, to the taxpayers. At the very least, the
information must be to the public good. The weather portal yr.no, which we
are developing in collaboration with NRK, is a good example of what the
public can gain access to, once data is released. [20, our translation]
This paper was presented at the NIK-2013 conference; see http://www.nik.no/.
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Open datasets also permit the data, and thus potentially any process behind them, be
it political, bureaucratic, demographic or biological, to be examined under the scrutiny
of journalists, scientists and other interested parties, studies that both the provider and
consumer of the dataset can benefit from. Furthermore, open data may foster new services
and markets, initiated both by commercial interests and private enthusiasts, adding value to
the dataset and generating value in its own right. As a point in case, data.gov has at the time
of writing 349 citizen-developed apps and 171 mobile apps available on their site, ranging
from tornado warning apps to apps that help you plan a free day in New York City, all of
which are possible due to the availability of open data. Approximately 75000 datasets are
published through data.gov, data.uk.gov state to have about 9500 dataset available, while
data.norge.no contains a list of 130 open datasets.
A driving force behind the open data movement, is the linked open data [12] community.
Linked Data is a term coined in 2006 by Tim Berners-Lee [1] in an attempt to stimulate data
publishers to use web standards when making data available, and by doing so ultimately
create a web of data in the same manner as regular web pages are linked, using existing
web technology to publish, retrieve and connect datasets, but, importantly, as data, not web
pages. Since then, Tim Berners-Lee’s linked data design note has been updated with the
successfully branded five star linked open data quality scheme, where stars are awarded
according to how many of the publishing principles are followed. Important web standards
in this respect are Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) [3] and the W3C administered
Resource Description Framework (RDF) [13], SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language
(SPARQL) [9], RDF Schema (RDFS) [5, 11] and Web Ontology Language (OWL) [10] which
are used to identify, represent, query, distribute and semantically annotate such datasets.
There are also W3C best practices for publishing linked datasets [4, 15]. It is natural to look
to the W3C on matters of online publishing, given the tight connection of this organisation
and the development of the Internet and the Web. Additionally, these standards have
grown out of usage and implementations, and are supported by the leading academic
communities in the area. The web of data has grown considerably since 2006, not only
including academically initiated sites such as dbpedia.org—the linked open data version of
the structured data in wikipedia.org—community curated databases such as wikidata.org
and freebase.com, but also commercially backed datasets such as The New York Times’
Linked Open Dataset and BBC Music.
The Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (NPD) is a governmental specialist directorate
and administrative body which reports to the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy. NPD’s
main objective is to “contribute to creating the greatest possible values for society from the
oil and gas activities by means of prudent resource management based on safety, emergency
preparedness and safeguarding of the external environment” [19]. One of the datasets that
the NPD manages is the NPD FactPages [7], or FactPages for short. The FactPages contain
data about petroleum activities on the Norwegian continental shelf (NCS) ranging from
operating companies and production licences, fields and discoveries, facilities and pipelines,
to wellbores and stratigraphic data; some data dating back to the start of oil production on
the NCS in the early 1970s. The data in the FactPages is collected from companies that
operate on the NCS, and this information forms the basis for the authorities’ planning of
future activity and their judgement of existing activity. Additionally, an important purpose
of the FactPages is to secure efficient sharing of information between the companies, and
to provide sufficient information to the public. To this end, the FactPages are published
online under an open licence [7]. The dataset may be examined and searched in with an
ordinary web browser, and large parts of it is available for download in bulk, in CSV, Excel

and XML format.
However, even though this very effectively makes the companies operating on the NCS
share information and opens up data to the general public, we shall argue that there still is
a lot of unrealised potential in the way that the dataset is made public. This includes the
ability to extract information from the dataset, integrate it with other relevant data, and
make the dataset available for use with a wide range of existing tools and technologies.
In [17], Skjæveland, Lian, and Horrocks explain the process of converting the FactPages
into semantic web data, transforming the bulk data of the FactPages into semantically
enriched and query enabled data via two formats; first into a relational database, then
via a “plain” linked open data representation. This qualifies us to compare the different
representation formats and offer advice to data providers on the benefits and costs of
choosing between them—which is the purpose of this paper to present. We will grade
the official NPD FactPages according to Berners-Lee’s data quality scale, explain how we
have converted the FactPages data into linked open data surpassing five star data quality
on the same schema, and concretise the added value this brings to the dataset and to its
users. In the next section we quickly review the conversion process as reported in [17].
In Section 3, we present semantic web languages and technologies, and explain how they
excel in publishing data on the web compared to more traditional methods. Section 4
compares the existing official NPD FactPages to our enhanced version of the FactPages,
and Section 5 offers advice and encouragement to data providers who want to achieve
similar benefits. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Converting the NPD FactPages to Semantic Web Data

To convert the FactPages into semantic web data we have devised a three step process
which is illustrated in Figure 1. The first step fetches all data that is available for download,
and sends it through a simple cleaning procedure to make them fit the format of the
relational database to which they are imported. The database schema is generated based on
the column headers in the downloaded CSV files and information found on the FactPages
website giving descriptions and datatype definitions for many attributes. The contents of the
relational database is then dumped to an RDF file according to a prescribed mapping. The
mapping specifies how tables, columns, keys and values are to be translated into semantic
web data. The RDF file is then fed into a triple store, a database geared towards serving
such data. This database is exposed for querying to the Internet through a SPARQL endpoint
and its data is made available for linking and display with a linked open data frontend. The
final step in the conversion procedure is to generate and build a semantically annotated
schema definition of the data in the form of an OWL ontology. The ontology is published
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the conversion process

using a similar best practice as is used when publishing the data. This process leaves
us with three different database representations of the same data, a relational database,
a linked data representation and an ontology. In [17] these formats are evaluated using
queries constructed from questions posed to the NPD FactPages by regular users of the
dataset.

3

Web Data

Tim Berners-Lee’s linked open data star rating system has the following rules [1, 12]:
? Make data available on the Web in whatever format, but with an open licence
? ? Make it available as machine-readable structured data (e.g., Excel instead of
image scan of a table)
? ? ? Use non-proprietary formats (e.g., CSV instead of Excel)
? ? ? ? Use URIs and open standards from W3C to identify data items, so that they
can be referenced on the Web
? ? ? ? ? Link your data to other data to provide context
Based on the above rules we may award the official NPD FactPages three stars; they
are made available on the web under the following open licence: “The content on the
Norwegian Petroleum Directorate’s FactPages can be copied and used free of charge as
long as all materials are marked with their date, reference and link to their source. This
information must appear prominently.” [7], and the data is available in the structured,
non-proprietary formats CSV and XML. However, the dataset does not use URIs or any of
the semantic W3C standards, so no more than three stars may be given. The benefits of
having a three star dataset are already many. For the consumer of the dataset the first star
is very important as it warrants any use of the dataset at all. For the second and third star,
having the dataset on machine-readable, structured and non-proprietary format means the
user is not confined to a specific tool-set when processing and manipulating the dataset.
For the data provider, serving three star data is simple, and amounts setting up a simple
regular export from the current database system to a structured non-proprietary format,
and releasing it under an open licence. The NPD use Microsoft’s SQL Server Reporting
Services which allows one to create reports from a relational database which may be
generated in a range of output formats including HTML, Excel, PDF, CSV and XML.

Linked Open NPD FactPages: 5 star data and beyond
In order to promote the FactPages to a five stars we have converted the dataset into RDF
using URIs to identify all data elements, and we have linked data to other dataset in cases
where we know relevant links can be made; we have, e.g., linked all operating companies
that have a organisational number to the Norwegian business registry,1 and mentions of
countries are linked to their representative in DBPedia.2 To reveal the benefits of promoting
the NPD FactPages dataset to a dataset of five stars and beyond, we will now introduce the
core features of the central web standards URIs, RDF, SPARQL, RDFS and OWL and how
they are used to publish web data of high quality. We illustrate their use in our linked open
data version of the FactPages with the Ekofisk field3 as a running example. Ekofisk is a
1

For example ConocoPhillips: https://ws.brreg.no/lod/data/918110127.
For example Norway: http://dbpedia.org/resource/Norway.
3
The FactPages report on the Ekofisk field is available at http://factpages.npd.no/FactPages/
default.aspx?nav1=field&nav2=PageView|All&nav3=43506; a screenshot is given in Figure 5.
2

well-known field on the NCS, being the first field to be set in production, in 1971, and is
still one of the largest discoveries ever made on the NCS.
URIs: Global identifiers and easy retrieval URIs [3] provide a schema for assigning

identifiers which are likely to be globally unique. This means that unlike, e.g., primary
keys in relational databases that are generally only unique within their database table, data
using URIs are not confined to a specific representation system, but can more easily be
distributed across systems without the need for contextualising the origins of the data. This
is of course crucial for successful data integration; data must be uniquely identifiable. To
exemplify the problem, in the NPD FactPages attributes post-fixed by Npdid (NPD ID), e.g.,
discoveryNpdid, indicate a key, either a primary key, part of a composite primary key or
a foreign key, and it is natural to use this as primary key whenever possible. However,
it is unclear what the scope of these keys are. For instance, when a discovery is made,
depending on its size, production costs and the current oil price, the discovery may be
put in production to become a field. It would be natural to let the discovery keep its
identifier when changing status and moving into the field table. This seems also to be
the case in the FactPages, but there is no clear evidence for this fact. On the other hand,
there are tables that overlap in their key values, e.g., the NPD ID value 34 represents both
a operating company, a lithostratigraphic unit and a wellbore, so moving them out of
their respective tables would require the identifiers to be contextualised in order to remain
unique and avoid data loss. The URI for Ekofisk in our linked open data representation
is http://sws.ifi.uio.no/data/npd-v2/field/43506 where 43506 is its NPD ID. As
an identifier, a URI is just a string of a prescribed format, but may also be an address
on the Web. By following the best practices for publishing web data it is advised to
make an URI data identifier resolvable, meaning that looking up the address should return
information about the identified data [15]. This is a simple and elegant solution for making
data available, and since the identifier is handled by the web server to which the URI
resolves, the data provider can make rules for processing what to return to users, e.g.,
serving different content to human users than to computers and applications—typically
HTML to humans and RDF to computers. Using resolvable URIs also includes some aspects
of trust. Since data providers following these practices can only administer identifiers
where the hostname part of the URI is a server under their control, data consumers know
that if the URI data identifier is resolvable, then the issuer of the data may be identified. In
our case it is clear that the dataset is published on a server hosted by the University of Oslo
(sws.ifi.uio.no), which indicates that it is not an official NPD dataset.
RDF: Generic data model RDF [13] provides a simple, uniform and universal data
model, simplifying data exchange and consumption. In RDF, all facts are represented

as triples: hsubject, predicate, objecti; the listing in Figure 2 shows a fragment of the
facts where Ekofisk is the subject, using the Turtle RDF serialisation [14] and common
abbreviations and syntax simplifications. By considering subjects and objects as nodes and
predicates as directed edges, a set of triples can be illustrated as a graph (see Figure 3) and
shows in a simple way how data on the web can be interlinked, just like web pages are
linked. Due to the triple format of RDF, adding new data to a dataset or merging it with
other RDF datasets is as simple as taking the union of the two triple sets, i.e., there is no
need to harmonise the structure of database tables. It is also worth noting that this structure
makes RDF “schemaless”, and to some extent self describing; the dataset may carry its
own schema by containing facts that define the schema vocabulary used by the dataset.

Subject

Predicate

Object

npd:field/43506

rdf:type
npdv:name
npdv:currentFieldOperator
npdv:currentFieldOwner
npdv:remainingOilEquivalents

npdv:Field ;
"EKOFISK" ;
npd:company/2410696 ;
npd:licence/20900 ;
156.78 .

Figure 2: A small selection of RDF triples about Ekofisk

Using the listing above as example, this would amount to including information about,
e.g., the property npdv:currentFieldOperator and the class npdv:Field. This simplifies
data exchange and integration, but also querying, since the dataset is not dependent of a
particular relational database schema or database system.
SPARQL: Query language and web service protocol The SPARQL standards [9] define
both a powerful query language for RDF data, and how to provide services which expose
such data to the Internet through SPARQL endpoints using existing web infrastructure.
The query language is similar in syntax and expressibility as SQL, however, unlike SQL
queries which apply to complex relational structures, SPARQL queries are evaluated over
simpler-structured RDF graphs. Assuming the graph is properly structured, this arguable

makes query formulation easier, since navigating a graph when constructing queries is
somewhat conceptually simpler than joining tables that are constructed with efficient
storage and retrieval of data in mind, not to best convey the semantics of the data. In
fact, since an RDF dataset is “just” a set of triples, there is no JOIN operator in SPARQL,
joins are implicit in the graph pattern used to specify the query. The SPARQL query in
Figure 4 asks for all the development wellbores of Ekofisk that are discovery wellbores
and were drilled by the same company as the current operator of Ekofisk. Note also the
similarity between the graph specification of the Turtle syntax listing in Figure 2 and the
graph pattern in WHERE block of the query. The SPARQL standard additionally specifies
a protocol for how queries and answer sets should be sent and returned using the HTTP
protocol, and on what format the results can be returned; the current available result set
formats are XML, JSON and CSV formats. The common way of making use of the standard
is to install a triple store available to a web server and set up a SPARQL endpoint on the
Production data
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Figure 3: The neighbourhood of Ekofisk in the RDF graph, as drawn by Sgvizler [16], traversing
three relationships outwards and clustering notes using a force-directed graph algorithm. The graph
contains ≈3000 nodes and ≈25000 edges, nodes coloured according to their type, and prominent
groups marked on in the figure.

SELECT ?wellbore
WHERE { ?wellbore

npdv:developmentWellboreForField
npdv:isDiscoveryWellbore
npdv:drillingOperatorCompany
npd:field/43506 npdv:currentFieldOperator

npd:field/43506 ;
true ;
?company .
?company . }

Figure 4: A SPARQL query selecting particular discovery wellbores of Ekofisk

server. The endpoint is an interface that adheres to the SPARQL protocol and allows users
to issue SPARQL queries over the RDF data in the triple store. So instead of setting up a set
of web services, where each service corresponds to a query over a relational database, a
triple store containing RDF data may safely expose its contents to the Internet through a
SPARQL endpoint allowing arbitrary SPARQL queries over its dataset. In our case, the URI
for querying the SPARQL endpoint is http://sws.ifi.uio.no/sparql/npd-v2?query=
followed by a URL encoded SPARQL query. Hence, setting up a report for export in
structured format, e.g., similar to the FactPages’ bulk data, may be as simple as specifying
a SPARQL query.
RDFS and OWL: Formal semantics and schema definitions RDFS [5, 11] and OWL

[10] provide languages for formally describing the semantics of the vocabulary used in
the dataset, and, unlike a database schema which is geared towards describing how data is
stored, an ontology is used to introduce and explicate the semantics of a domain-centric
vocabulary, making the data more accessible to a wider range of end-users and also acting
as machine readable documentation for the dataset. These languages are equipped with
a formal model theory that allows the construction of entailment rules and automatic
reasoning on dataset vocabularies defined using these languages. Roughly, RDFS specifies
rules and semantics for reasoning with subclasses and subproperties, and domain and range
specifications, while OWL extends RDFS and adds the capability of representing complex
classes defined as the union/intersection/complement of other classes, equality/inequality
axioms between classes, properties and individuals, property characteristics as transitivity
and symmetry, and more. This means that the semantics of the ontology can be used by a
reasoner to infer new facts from the dataset, and to explain logical consequences and query
answers. Additionally, an ontology provides a sophisticated means for integrating datasets
by specifying axioms that relate concepts between different vocabularies. The RDFS and
OWL standards also specify an RDF serialisation, with the consequence, as indicates earlier,
that an RDF dataset can carry its own schema definition. The ontology we have created for
the NPD FactPages dataset contains the following axioms, written in DL syntax:
Field v ∃ currentFieldOperator.Company u ∃ discoveryWellbore.Wellbore
Wellbore u ∃ discoveryWellbore− v DiscoveryWellbore

(1)
(2)

Axiom 1 states that all Fields must be related to at least one Company through a
currentFieldOperator relation and additionally to a Wellbore through the discoveryWellbore
relation, i.e., every field must have an operator and a discovery wellbore. Axiom 2 expresses
that every Wellbore which is the discoveryWellbore for some thing is a DiscoveryWellbore;
this is a way of introducing a class for the wellbores that have made a discovery. Using
these axioms a reasoner for instance infer that every Field is related to a DiscoveryWellbore.
We shall see examples of use in the next section.

4

Results

For the consumer of data the benefits of a five star dataset compared to only three stars
are profound. Each data item has a globally unique identifier which can be referenced,
bookmarked, and information about the data item can be retrieved both in human and
computer intelligible formats by simply using the identifier as a look-up address. Data is
no longer kept in blocks, such as spreadsheet files, so now only selected parts of datasets
may be easily used. Since data is linked and linked to others’ data, more data can be
collected by plainly crawling the dataset. Additionally, given that the dataset also includes
its schema definition, the same methods for exploring the dataset can be used for learning
about the semantics of the data. For the data provider, serving five star data requires
more than that of a three stars dataset. URI schema identifiers need to be designed, both
with the intention that the URIs should stay as stable as possible and that the URI must
be dereferenceable. Moreover, a thorough restructuring of the dataset may be necessary
in order to adapt to the graph format of RDF, and finding other relevant datasets of high
quality can be a difficult task. On the technical side, if the provider should decide to keep
the old information system, which might very well be reasonable choice, then an apparatus
for converting the data to RDF needs to be installed, maintained and updated. However,
there are tools that are built to solve the problem of exposing relational databases as virtual
RDF graphs; the D2RQ platform [18], which we have used, is one such tool. Using a
mapping as mentioned in Section 2, a database can be directly exposed as an SPARQL
endpoint by translating SPARQL queries directly to SQL queries over the source database.
And assuming an SPARQL endpoint for the dataset is available, it is easy to set up a linked
open data frontend to the dataset, serving the dataset according to best practices. Figure 5
compares the HTML frontends of Ekofisk respectively the original FactPages and our linked
data version. Note that even though our version is visually somewhat less compelling, it is
automatically created simply by giving the address of the SPARQL endpoint. It shows all
data related to Ekofisk in the RDF graph, and all related data are hyperlinked to allow easy
browsing of the dataset.
The features of our semantic web representation of the FactPages that exceeds those
explicitly specified in Tim Berners-Lee’s star schema are the ability to pose arbitrary
SPARQL queries over the dataset and the fact that we have explicitly defined the semantics
of our dataset in an OWL ontology. We have already seen one benefit of having a SPARQL
endpoint available as it allows for simple and best practice compliant deployment of
linked open data. Additionally, a dataset query interface open to users is an extremely
valuable and powerful asset as it allows users to extract, aggregate and join data in ways
that are practically impossible with the current presentation of the FactPages; take the
screenshots in Figure 6 as examples. The left image shows the NPD FactMap, which is

Figure 5: Data display, NPD FactPages vs. linked open data frontend

Figure 6: Maps, NPD FactMap vs. SPARQL map visualiser

published alongside the FactPages and allows users to display geographical information
from the FactPages on a map. All selections are predefined—the current selection shows
all production licences and blocks—so customising selections like “show (only) licence
areas where Statoil is partner or operator” is impossible. The right image shows a generalpurpose web application we have developed for our version of the FactPages. It can display
the result of SPARQL queries containing geographical information on a map, using free and
openly available software. The given display shows four layers, each layer corresponds to
a SPARQL query result: all licence areas, all active licence areas, all licence areas where
Statoil is partner, and all licence areas where Statoil is operator. It is easy to specify the
SPARQL queries necessary to have the same query functionality as in the NPD FactMap
application. This shows that by making query endpoints available it is possible to present
both the existing predefined queries and reports, and additionally have available the more
advanced feature of executing custom-built queries. Note also that the SPARQL map
visualisation application does not need to run on the same site as the dataset is hosted,
illustrating that data publishers of high quality open data and their consumers can exploit
available software to present and process data. Data publishers should hence concentrate
on providing high quality data, and leverage the growing set of available tools developed
for linked open data instead of developing potentially costly special-purpose applications
themselves.
The following example shows how we can exploit the simple format of RDF to integrate
the FactPages with existing data on the same format and the formal semantics of OWL to
create a vocabulary which allows for simpler queries. The FactPages contain data about
the ages of the stratigraphy that a wellbore passes through, e.g., Jurassic era. When drilling
a wellbore the operator often takes samples of the matter that is drilled in; this sample is
called a core. Parts of these cores are physically stored by the NPD so that other companies
and researchers can make reservoir studies by examining the cores. Suppose we want to
find all wellbores that have the same true depth (TD) age as the ages where the discovery
wellbores of Ekofisk have found petroleum, but we are only interested in those wellbores
which are drilled earlier than 1990 and for which physical cores and biostratigraphic data
are available. This question is impossible to answer using the FactPages alone. The first
problem is that the FactPages does not contain any information about biostratigraphy. As a
remedy we have converted parts of the Norlex database [8], which contains this information,
into RDF using the same apparatus as we have for the FactPages and integrated them with
our FactPages dataset. Once the Norlex database is converted into RDF, integrating them is
as simple as connecting the identifiers for wellbores in the FactPages and the Norlex dataset

and merging the two RDF graphs together. Also missing from the FactPages is a proper
representation of the global time scale giving the relations between the different eras, e.g.,
the Jurassic period is split into different epochs, Upper, Middle and Lower Jurassic, so a
string match on the names of the eras is not sufficient, since the eras in the FactPages are
given at different levels of granularity. To solve this problem we have simply imported the
Geologic timescale ontology [6], which is created by members of the geologic community
and formally represents the hierarchy of geologic eras as an OWL ontology, and mapped the
names of geologic eras in the FactPages to the correct resources in the imported ontology.
The SPARQL query in Figure 7 answers our question. The query selects all wellbores with
their true depth age and year of entry (line 5) and requires that the age must be equal to
or narrower than (4) the age of a discovery wellbore of Ekofisk (2–3). Also, the wellbore
must have at least one core (6), and there must be a biostratigraphic sample from the
wellbore recorded in Norlex (7). Note that we make use of terms defined in the ontology,
e.g., npdv:DiscoveryWellbore (from Axiom 1) and npdv:wellboreAgeHc (an abstraction
over more detailed properties), that are not explicitly used by the data. By combining the
RDF data with the ontology definition, a reasoner can infer the implicit facts that follow
from the semantics in the ontology. The query is then evaluated over a dataset in such a
way that the implicit facts are also taken into account, hence giving answers that would not
be possible without reasoning. Defining an ontology can thus be a way of introducing a
vocabulary that is more natural to the end-users of the dataset, and also makes queries less
verbose and complex since parts of the semantics of the query are already defined in the
ontology.
An ontology can function as a “implemented” documentation of datasets. Not only does
the ontology explain what data the dataset contains, this information may be directly used
when querying, as in the example above, and integrating the dataset with other datasets.
Consider the case where the NPD wants to merge data with similar datasets from other
nations. Assuming that these datasets are linked datasets and use a similar vocabulary, e.g.,
the Geologic timescale ontology, it is easy to identify similar concepts and connection
points in the merging datasets. Ontological axioms can also be used to check the quality
of datasets, through data validation and consistency checks, and it is possible to generate
documentation of the ontology in HTML format offering hyperlinks to related vocabulary
resources so that exploring the semantics of the dataset become easier. This documentation
is also the natural place to incorporate textual explanations of the vocabulary terms in the
dataset. Now, in the original FactPages, information about attributes used in the export
files of the dataset are kept in a list for each data category, e.g., wellbores. However, these
lists do not seem to be integrated with the export system, since there are attributes in the
files which do not occur in the list and the list contains attributes which are not otherwise
mentioned in the FactPages. There are also many documents on the NPD’s webpages that
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SELECT ?wellbore ?ageTD
WHERE {
[] a npdv:DiscoveryWellbore;
npdv:wellboreForField npd:field/43506;
npdv:wellboreAgeHc ?ageEkofisk .
?ageEkofisk skos:narrowerTransitive ?age .
?wellbore npdv:wellboreAgeTD ?age;
npdv:entryYear ?year .
[] npdv:coreForWellbore ?wellbore .
[] a nlxv:BiostratigraphicSample;
nlxv:fromWellbore ?wellbore .
FILTER(?year < 1990) }
Figure 7: A SPARQL query exploiting ontology vocabulary and reasoning

explain the meaning of the different concepts, e.g., how wellbores are named, but this
information is not reflected in the attribute lists. An ontology could be the correct format
of collecting and representing the semantics of the dataset.
The results from our work of representing the FactPages as semantic web data are
available on the website http://sws.ifi.uio.no/project/npd-v2/, this includes the
linked open data frontend, ontology with ontology documentation, the map visualisation
application, and more.

5

Advice

Our general advice to data publishers is of course that they should publish their data as
semantically annotated and query enabled linked open data.4 Nevertheless, we understand
that this may not be possible in many cases, due to lack of time and resources, and of
knowledge about the relevant standards and tools. In these cases we encourage data
providers to publish their data as three star open data, similar to the official FactPages.
However, there are also lessons to be learnt from the way that NPD publishes three stars
data. Rather than using a proprietary licence, data providers should strive to use an existing
licence developed by standardisation organisations or the government, since although the
intentions of a self provided licence may be clear, the details may not. The Norwegian
Agency for Public Management and eGovernment (Difi) has developed a licence especially
for open government data,5 and opendatacommons.org provide three different licences
for data/databases. Additionally, data should be provided in a “raw” condition. Instead of
presenting the user with only one view of the data partitioned into predefined categories
based on anticipated usage, the NPD should (also) publish the original data as it exists in
their internal databases, allowing users to a greater degree create their own views on the
data. The raw data should be accompanied by available meta data, such as database schema
definitions, and models, e.g., ER or UML diagrams. This will make the users able to better
understand the data and reduces the possibility of incorrect usage of the dataset. Serving
the raw data removes the problem of keeping the export definitions updated, like NPD’s
attribute explanations. Additionally, it is likely that the internal database is of a higher
quality than the abstracted export model of the same dataset. For instance, the FactPages
CSV files are highly denormalised; this is probably an advantage for human users, but for
building an database this is problematic. Also, the categorisation of the data has added
more structure to the data which sometimes makes it harder to understand and complicates
recreating a optimal database from the downloaded data.
Releasing both the raw data and schema of a database to the public can be a terrifying
thought for database administers, and requires properly implemented change management
processes since internal changes are also exposed to the public. However, these are
procedures that should be in place for any important dataset anyway, and we believe the
benefits of having truly open data outweights the costs of producing and maintaining them.
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Summary

We have presented some of the benefits of publishing the NPD FactPages as linked
open data in RDF format, available in a SPARQL endpoint and accompanied by an OWL
ontology—using standards that are administered by the W3C. With Tim Berners-Lee’s star
classification system as starting point, we have given the core features of these standards,
4
5

See also [2] for advice on why and how to publish government data online.
http://data.norge.no/nlod/en/1.0

and shown the big advantages of exposing a query interface over the dataset to users and
to support the data schema by a formally defined ontology, thus surpassing five star linked
open data quality. The added value has been illustrated using relevant examples from the
FactPages. Finally, we have given advice to data providers on how to best open up their
data to the public.
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